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1. Increased pirate activity 

2. Rare cargo shipment in sector 

3. New crime boss in sector 

4. Exosuit going on market 

5. Revolution on nearby world  

6. Colony ship arrived  

7. Heist on nearby space station 

8. New smuggler base in sector 

9. Popular band on tour in sector 

10. Plague on nearby planet 

11. Blockaded planet looking for 

pilots to run the blockade  

12. Ships disappearing 

13. New planet discovered 

14. Title dispute over lands 

15. Economic recession 

16. Celebrity found dead 

17. Rare metal discovered in 

nearby asteroid belt 

18. New station will be built 

19. Racial tensions in colony  

20. Meteor shower in sector 

21. Derelict ship found 

22. Large passenger liner 

disappeared  

23. Alien tomb discovered 

24. Business feud 

25. Cartel can bend space time for 

personal travel 

26. New cult sprang up 

27. The conflict of wo warring 

planets is about to spill over 

28. New drug on the market 

29. Terraforming gone terribly 

wrong  

30. Broken alliance 

31. Team of scientists needs a 

good pilot to observe planetary 

rings 

32. A planet’s young prince has 

been kidnapped 

33. Colony’s water supply 

poisoned  

34. Business failed 

35. New colony founded nearby 

36. Trade negotiations collapsing  

37. Messages without clear source 

received in certain sector 

38. Experimental spacecraft tests 

39. Distress signal in uncharted 

space 

40. Asteroid going to hit populated 

planet  

41. Hackers moved into the sector 

42. Colony infested with strange 

insects 

43. Illegal gambling nearby 

44. Crime boss civil war 

45. Brokered alliance 

46. Comet coming back through 

47. Slave upraising on a certain 

planet 

48. Ghost ship spotted 

49. New ship model released 

50. New company charter issued 

51. Slave traders in sector 



52. Increased spaceport security 

on popular planet  

53. A government looking for 

privateers   

54. Sentient androids need help 

55. Ancient ruins discovered 

56. Planet destroyed 

57. Mutiny on slave ship 

58. Company looking for 

exploration team 

59. Asteroid mining operation 

plagued by pirates 

60. Wedding of the century 

61. Supernova threatening 

population of a planet 

62. Team of scientists looking for 

transport to distant planet 

63. Political scandal on nearby 

planet 

64. Shipyard workers trying to 

unionize  

65. Black Hole cult threatening 

mass suicide  

66. Mercenary unit recruiting  

67. Odd space debris 

68. A government looking for 

smugglers 

69. New nebula dust harvesting 

technology invented 

70. Large passenger liner stolen  

71. Abandoned space station 

found 

72. Trading fleet looking for 

escorts 

73. An old spacer is telling tales of 

a utopian planet 

74. Colony needs new water 

supply 

75. Title dispute over ship 

76. Riot on prison asteroid 

77. Space circus lost a most exotic 

animal 

78. Colony wiped out 

79. Pirates are guarding a planet 

with a large force 

80. Steroid scandal  

81. Imp-like creature spotted on a 

space station 

82. Cartel blocking several trade 

routes 

83. High bounty on political 

leader’s head 

84. Plague ship spotted 

85. Kidnappings on certain planet 

86. Terrorist group issued 

manifesto 

87. Distant planet’s air gives 

immortality  

88. Large transport ship crippled 

by a computer virus 

89. Popular celebrity is missing 

90. Distant research station issued 

distress signal 

91. Team of scientists need help 

exploring a new planet 



92. Mutiny on large trade vessel 

93. Cartel looking for smugglers 

94. High bounty on a cartel boss’s 

head 

95. New species discovered 

96. Space circus coming to nearby 

planet 

97. Salesman selling “nebula dust” 

with special properties 

98. War between crime bosses 

99. At the edge of charted space 

an alien oracle offers 

prophesies  

100. Massive chunk of ice 

spotted in space 
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